
Preheated Draft & Base Burner Design Makes all the Difference

BASE BURNER

The firebox employs a true "base burning" 

arrangement, including preheated draft to

maximize performance efficiency. Below

are the advantages of base burning

technology:

     Balances combustion cycles for

     increased efficiency

     Fire burns in a consistent and controlled 

     mannner

     Added protection against the possibility 

     of the unit overheating

     Provides steady, even heat with no blower

     Fuels burn to a finer ash

     Easily maintains a fire for 14 or more

     hours

BASE BURNER

1. THERMOSTATIC DRAFT CONTROL

    For even heat and efficient burning.

    Just turn it to the heat level you desire.

2. DUAL PREHEAT MANIFOLD

    Preheats intake air which promotes fuels

    and gasses to burn at a higher temp.

3. SECONDARY AIR INLETS

    Support both primary and secondary 

    combustion to the flue gasses (smoke)

    for a cleaner and more complete burn. 

4. SPECIALLY DESIGNED BAFFLE

    The heart of this combustion design, the

    baffle forms a heat "trap" within the 

    secondary combustion chamber which

    adds to the overal efficiency of the unit.   
Large Slide-Out Ash Pan

PORCELAIN ENAMEL CABINETS
High-gloss black porcelain enamel cabinets are available for those who want added safety for small 
children and pets. The top of the cabinet is hinged to still allow for cooking on top of the stove. Cabinets
may be purchased installed on your new stove from the factory, or may be added at a later time.    

SPECIFICATIONS

Firebox Length
Firebox Width
Cabinet Available
Length
Width
Height
Length between brick
Fuel Door
Pipe Collar
Height from floor to bottom
of pipe collar
Heating Capacity (SF)
Rated BTU/Hour
Weight (less cabinet)
Shipping Weight
Cabinet Weight

150C  200C  
23"

17-1/4"
Yes
31"
25"
36"
20"

11-1/4" x 13"
6"

28"

1,500
54,000

350 LBS.
375 LBS.
125 LBS. 

28"
17-1/4"

Yes
36"
25"
40"
25"

11-1/4" x 13"
7"

31"

2,500
68,000

375 LBS.
400 LBS.
125 LBS.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

SOLD BY:

To avoid personal injury or property damage, the product described by this brochure must be installed, operated and maintained in strict compliance with the
instructions packaged with the product and all applicable building or fire codes. Contact local building or fire officials about restrictions and installation
inspection requirements. 
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